I. INTRODUCTION
Let A=(ak) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers and let x={x. be a sequence of complex numbers. The A sequence x e m is said to be almost A-summable to L ff the A-transform of x is almost converget to L. The matrix A is said to be almost conservative if x e mphes that the A-transform of x is almost convergent A s said to be almost regular if the A-transform of x almost convergent to the limit of x for each x , where is the linear space of convergent sequences. In the present note, we introduce and examine the concepts of 0-almost A-summable sequence, 0-almost conservative matrix and 0-almost regular matrix.
DEFINITIONS AND TI:IEOREMS Definition
A sequence x ts said to be 0-almost convergent to L f, for any lacunary sequence /9, hm
A sequence x is stud to be 0-almost A-summable to L f, for any lacunary sequence 0, the A-transform of x is 0-almost convergent to L. {sgn _ , a ,, O < _ k < _ p p . < k 
Snce t c* for each and n, t h the fo ,.,(x) bt(e) tr(e )]
It s ey to see from (1) 
